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SUMMARY

During 1961 in the southern part of the Surat Basin a
seismic party from the Bureau of Mineral Resources surveyed two main
traverses by means of seismic reflection and refraction methods;
the first was in an east-west direction between Yelarbon and
St George and the second was in a north-south direction between
Meandarra and Nome. The main purposes of the survey were to find
whether the Bowen Basin Permian sediments extend as far south as
the latitude of Goondiwindi and whether the Bowen Basin in Queensland
and the Sydney Basin in New South Wales formed a continuous region
of sedimentation during the Permian period.

The east-west seismic traverse indicated a trough of sediments
of greatest thickness,tabout 14,800 ft beneath Toobeah; the trough is
bounded on the eastorn side at Goondiwindi by a fault down-thrown
more than 7000 ft to the west and is bounded on the western side by a
series of step.-faults beneath Bungunya and Talweod. The results
along the north-south traverse indicated that the trough beneath
Meandarra, which represents the southern extension of the Bowen Basin,
continues south to Toobeah. The nature of the link, if any, between the
Bowen Basin and the Sydney Basin was not established.

On the eastern side of the Surat Basin, seismic results
indicated that the rocks beneath the Mesozoic sediments are stratified
and probably metamorphic. A shelf area between Talwoo0 and St George has
about 6000 ft of sediments above a Drobablo metamorphic °basemen -O. An
anticlinal structure with a dip-reversal of about 1000 ft throw was
located between Goondiwindi and Toobeah.



1. INTRODUCTION

During 1958, 1959, and 1960, a seismic party from the
Bureau of Mineral Resources worked in the Surat Basin and by 1960
had completed a reconnaissance seismic reflection traverse from
Roma through Surat to Tara and Jondaryan 25 miles south-east of
Dalby (Plate 2). The result of this regional traverse indicated
that between the shelf areas of the Roma/Surat area and the Dalby
area there was a trough with up to 20,000 ft of sediments (Lodwick
& Watson, 1960 and Smith & Lodwick, 1962). The trough was
interpreted as an extension of the Bowen Basin plunging beneath the
Mesozoic sediments of the Surat Basin. A major uplift was discovered
near Cabawin with strong faulting and buried erosional surfaces and
was called the Cabawin Anticline (Lodwick and Watson, 1960).

The discovery of the major uplift near Cabawin has led to a
great deal of seismic and aeromagnetic surveying since 1960 by
Union Oil Corporation, in conjunction with Kern County Land Company
and the Australian Oil and Gas Corporation, much of this geophysical
exploration was subsidised by the Commonwealth Government. The
geophysical exploration has subsequently led to the drilling of
Cabawin No. 1 well in which oil was discovered, Cabawin East No. 1
which was dry, and the Moonie No. 1, 2, and 3 wells in which oil was
also discovered.

In 1961, the Bureau planned another seismic reconnaissance
survey in the southern part of the Surat Basin with the following
objectives:

(a) to suroyamughly east-west reconnaissance traverse in the
southern part of the Basin, in order to determine the structure
and sedimentation of the Basin,

(b) to extend a reconnaissance traverse south to determine the
southern margin of the Basin, assuming the east-west
reconnaissance line showed that a large thickness of sediments
exists,

(c) to survey a reconnaissance traverse north, towards Meandarra,
to tie the work in the southern part of the Basin to that done
in the north during 1959 and 1960.

It was expected that the east-west traverse would indicate
whether the trough of sediments discovered between Glenmorgan and
Goranba extended southward. It is not clear whether the sedimentary
trough beneath Meandarra extends far enough south to join the Sydney
Basin in NSW or whether a basement 'high' separates the two basins.

2, GEOLOGY AND PREVIOUS GEOPHYSICAL WORK 

Geolo_zy

The Surat Basin, which is a sub-basin of the Great Artesian
Basin, is separated from the Eromanga sub-basin on the west by the
Nebine Ridge (Plate 1) and is bounded on the east by metamorphic and
granitic rocks. The geology of the Mesozoic sediments that crop out on
the eastern margin has been described by Mott (1952) and Whitehouse
(1954). With the exception of the Roma and Tambo Formations, which
lie on the surface in the Surat Basin, the Mesozoic sediments are
mainly freshwater deposits. Therefore the potential of the Surat
Basin as a petroleum province depends largely on the extension of the
marine sediments of the Bowen Basin southwards beneath the Mesozoic
formations.
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The contour of the outcrops of the Permian sediments of the
Bowen Basin and the overlying Triassic sediments in the Emerald/Duaringa
area suggests that the Bowen Basin extends south under the Mesozoic
formations of the Surat Basin. The discovery of Permian sediments
in the Pickanjinnie No. 1 well and the Cabawin No. 1 well, combined
with the delineation of the deep trough of sediments between
Meandarra and Goranba by seismic surveying, indicated that the Bowen
Basin extends as far south as Cabawin and probably as far as the
Queensland/NSW border. Whitehouse (1954) suggested a western limit of
Permian sedimentation in the Surat Basin beneath the Mesozoic sediments
and, after studying fauna from both basins, he also suggested that the
Bowen and Sydney basins were separated by a basement thigh'.

Aeromagnetic 

Aeromagnetic surveys over nearly all of the Surat Basin have
been completed by Union Oil Development Corporation but at present ,

only the interpretation of the survey in the northern part of the
Basin is available. In broad terms the interpretation of the
aoromagnotic anomalies agrees with the seismic results along the
Surat/Jondaryan traverse (Union Oil Development Corp., in preparation).
The basement contours from the aeromagnetic survey are shown on Plate 2
and indicate a trough about 20,000 ft deep in the Meandarra area with
a north trending basemont-fault west of Glenmorgan forming the
western margin of the trough. In the eastern part of the trough, the
aeromagnetic basement contours indicate much basement faulting east
of Tara, but the Cabawin Anticline is not clearly indicated. Local
magnetic anomalies have been checked by seismic work but there seems
to be little correlation between the results.

Gravity

Gravity surveys in the Surat and Bowen Basins have been
confined mainly to the north where work was done by Associated Australian
Oilfields and by the Bureau of Mineral Resources (Dooley, 1950) in
Roma area, by Australian Oil and Gas Corporation (company map) in
the Surat area, by the Bureau of Mineral Resources (Oldham, 1958) in
the Comet/olleston area, and by Mines Administration Pty Ltd in the
Emerald/Duaringa area. Shell (Queensland) Development Pty Ltd made
regional surveys of parts of the Surat and Bowen Basins. Normal
correlation between actual structure (indicated by drilling, seismip
work ) and regional geology) and the Bouguer anomalies seems to apply
in the Emerald/Duaringa area of the Bowen Basin. Farther south, in
the Roma and Glenmorgan areas, no simple relation between known
structure and Bouguer anomalies is apparent; but as more information
on the actual structure is available it seems that a reverse correlation
may apply in the deeper parts of the Basin between Glenmorgan and
Goranba.

Se ismic

Seismic surveying using both reflection and refraction methods
has proved very useful in the Surat Basin. Extensive surveys have boon
made by Associated Australian Oilfields in the Roma area, by Union
Oil Development Corporation in the Miles/tara/Cabawin area, and by
the Bureau in the Roma/Surat/tara/Jondaryan areas. Structure may be
mapped on two main reflecting horizons, Az. IG 1 horizon which
corresponds to the lower part of the Bundamba Group (second horizon
of dwick and Watson, 1960) and the 'LI horizon which corresponds
to the equivalent of the Kianga Coal Measures at the top of the Permian
(fourth horizon of Lodwick and Watson, 1960). This correlation has
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become apparent after the drilling of the Union/Kern/A0G Cabawin
No. 1 bore (Kahanoff, 1961 and Smith and Lodwick, 1962), In the
parts of the Basin surveyed so far the structure in the 'GI
horizon shows, in general, little relief in areas where large
structures are apparent in the IL 1 horizon, e.g. over the Cabawin
Anticline and the Meandarra Trough (Lodwick and Watson, 1960). For
this reason, structural features in the Surat Basin are barely
recognisable on the surface where the 'L' horizon shows large structural
features. Seismic reflection surveys reveal structural information
below the IL 1 horizon in a few places, e.g. east of Tara where a strong
reflection was recorded (Smith and Lodwick, 1962), but elsewhere
sporadic and incoherent dips have been recorded from reflections
beneath the IL 1 horizon. Refraction depth probes made by the Bureau
in the Meandarra area indicated that there is a thickness of at least
5000 ft of sediments between the !Lt horizon and a high-velocity
(19,000-ft/sec) refractor (Smith and Lodwidk 1 1962).

Most of the structure of the Surat Basin has been mapped by
correlating the IL' horizon, and the following is a summary of the
structure indicated by the correlations, combined with the results
of the Cabawin No. 1 well.

(a) Meandarra Svnc2.ine (Jenkins, 1958; Lodwick & Watson, 1960)
Between Glenmorgan and Goranba (Plate 2) there is a deep
trough with about 15,000 ft of sediments above the 'L' horizon
in its deepest part.

(b) Cabawin Anticline. In the middle of the trough there is an
anticlinal structure, with a relief of about 8000 ft, overwhich
the ILI horizon has been faulted and eroded.

(c) Western margin of the Meandarra Trough. Seismic traverses
near Glenmorgan on the western margin have not proved faulting
on the western margin of the trough. Continuous traversing
has not been done and it is probable that the fault suggested
by aeromagnetic surveys (Union Oil Development Corp., in
preparation) lies between two portions covered by continuous
profiling.

(d) L'aataxn_margin of the Meandarra Trough. Continuous reflectionl '-
profiling (Smith and Lodwick, 1962) indicated that the eastern
margin is formed by a series of step faults near Goranba.

(e) Basin-filline_fzmation. Most of the thickening of sediments
takes place between the horizons represented by 'GI and 'L'
where the Cabawin Formation, a partly tuffaceous sequence of
probable Triassic age, was deposited. This formation was
encountered in the Cabawin No. 1 well.

(f) On the western shelf areas in the Surat/Roma area. A
reflection similar in character to that from the IL 1 horizon
is recorded which may be reflected from the base of the
Mesozoic and not from within the Kianga Coal Measures
(Upper Permian) as in the deeper parts of the Basin.

(g) Union Oil Development Corporation reports (Kahanotf, 1961)
show that the Cabawin Anticline does not extend much farther
south than the Cabawin No. 1 well and that the two troughs
(the Meandarra Syncline in the west and the Tara Syncline in
the east) combine to form a single trough in the southern
Surat Basin.
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(h) Considering the depth of the trough of sediments beneath
Meandarra, and extending the margins of the trough in a
southerly direction, it seemed likely that the trough may
persist at least to the latitude of Goondiwindi and lie
between Goondiwindi and Talwood (Plate 3).

3. FIELD WORK

The following summarises the objectives in view, and the
traverses surveyed (Plate 3) which were planned to attain the objectives

(a) to locate the extension of the Bowen Basin southward through
the Meandarra Trough. Three five-mile portions of Traverse A
of continuous reflection profiling spaced fifteen miles apart
were surveyed on the Goondiwindi/St George Road. The middle
traverse (Traverse A I shot-points 1 to 20) was located near
Toobeah and showed the deepest sediments, with a depth of
over 9000 ft to the 'LI horizon.

(b) to locate the eastern margin of the trough, its structure,
and the extension of sub-Mesozoic formations to the east. The
eastern traverse in (a) was extended from Shot-point 100 to
Shot-point 132. It was intended to survey the extension of this
traverse between Goondiwindi and Yetman but difficulties were
encountered in drilling in river gravel at shallow depth and
it was decided instead to continue the traverse east from
Goondiwindi on the northern side of the Nacintyre River.

(c) to investigate an anticlinal structure west of the eastern
margin of the Basin (an objective added during the course of
the survey). The eastern traverse in (a) was extended westward
(Shot-points 80 to 43).

(d) to investigate the western margin of the trough and the depth
of sediments between Bungunya and St George. The western
traverse in (a) was extended westward using the reconnaissance
method of continuous reflection profiling for two or five-mile
lengths with spaces of from five to ten miles between each
part of the traverse (Traverse3A, D I M I and N; Shot-points
346 to 699).

(e) to record the depth and velocity of a probable basement refractor
east of the margin of the trough. Traverses B and E were shot
usinu the refraction depth-probing technique (Vale and Smith,
1961).

(f) to record the velocities in surface outcrops of metamorphic
rock and granite for comparison with velocities in refractors
recorded within, and on the margins of the Basin. Between
Yetman and Texas two traverses, each f mile long, were shot
using the refraction technique. (Shot-points to 2001-2004 on
metamorphic rock and Shot-points 2007 to 2010 on granite).

(g) to measure the throw of the faulted eastern margin of the trough.
Two refraction traverses were shot using the depth-probing
technique,^Traverses H and K which are east and west of the
fault respectively. Each traverse was shot to record the
'basement , refractor.

L
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(h) to measure the depths to, and velocities in, the 'basement'
refractor and other refractors within the sediments.
Traverse C was shot using the refraction depth-probing
technique over the deepest part of the trough.

to record the depth to, and velocity in, the 'basement'
west of the western margin of the trough. Traverse L was
shot using the refraction depth-probing technique near
Weengallon.

to derive a subsurface velocity distribution and also to
determine whether multiple reflections were recorded on
reflection records. A reflection velocity spread was shot
along Traverse C with the layout of shot-points and geophones
as shown on Plate 22.

(k) to determine whether the trough of sediments beneath Toobeah
has a southern margin or continues south to join the Sydney
Basin. Reflection reconnaissance traverses were surveyed
between Tooboah and More° (TraversesC and J). Another
traverse (Traverse P) was planned east of Moree but gravel
formations near the surface prevented shot-holes being
drilled deep enough to record interpretable results. Traverses
C I J, and P did not attain the objective and as a result,
further seismic work is planned in the More° area in 1962.

(1) to establish a tie between the Goondiwindi/St George and
the Surat/Jondaryan regional traverses. Traverse G was
surveyed northward from Bungunya, near the western margin
of the trough, towards Meandarra. The traverse was not
surveyed as originally planned from the axis of the trough
towards Meandarra, as conveniently-placed roads wore not
available. It is considered, however, that Traverse G
fulfilled the main aim in establishing a tie between the
reconnaissance traverses in the northern and southern parts
of the Surat Basin.

Good-quality reflections were obtained, and those from the
IG 1 and IL 1 horizons could be recognised on the seismic records in most
areas. The technique of traversing across the Basin by continuous
reflection profiling along parts of the traverse, with five to seven-mile
spaces between each portion of continuous profiling, proved to be
successful in outlining the regional structure of the Basin. This
method of traversing proved successful along the Surat/Jondaryan
traverse where characteristic reflections from the IG 1 and 'Ll
horizons were also recorded (Lodwick & Watson, 1960 and Smith & Lodwick,
1962).

Shooting conditions were good between Goondiwindi and Talwood
where high-quality reflections were recorded with a shot depth of 90 ft
and a charge of about 15 lb.

East of Goondiwindi (Traverse B) and near More° (Traverse P)
gravel formations were encountered at shallow depths and the drills
could not penetrate them. Reflection quality from the shallow holes
was so poor that the results could not be interpreted, as mentioned
in (b) and (k) above.

(i)
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Along Traverse G I shot-holes were drilled to nearly 200 ft
and charges of about 25 lb were used to obtain good to fair-quality
reflections. West of Talwood, surface formations were lateritic,and
poorer-quality reflections than those obtained east of Talwood were
recorded using the normal recording method of a single shot-hole and
six geophones per trace, spaced 22 ft apart. After shooting some 'noise'
spreads, experiments were made using up to 36 geophones (spaced
22 ft apart) per trace and with nine shallow pattern shot-holes, spaced
20 and 50 ft apart. This improved reflection quality. However,
the noise experiments were not comprehensive enough to disclose the
optimum geophone spacing, and a greater improvement in record quality
may be expected after a further analysis of noise. West of Talwood,
using single shot-holes up to 200 ft deep and six goophones per trace,
the quality of reflections was good enough for correlation of
reflection horizons and mapping of regional structure.

The details of party organisation are shown in Appendix A.
Field procedures and a statistical summary of the survey are shown in
Appendix B.

4. SUBSURFACE VELOCITY INFORMATION

The subsurface velocity control used throughout the survey
for depth determinations was derived from a t:At analysis of
reflections in the deeper parts of the Basin near Toobeah. The average
velocities, interval velocities, and depth curves plotted against
reflection time are shown on Plate 21.

A reflection velocity spread was shot along Traverse C in
the manner illustrated on Plato 22. The velocity spread indicated
that multiple reflections were not a problem. The average and interval
velocities and the depth in relation to reflection time are shown on
Plate 22.

On Plate 24, the average velocity curves derived from the
t:1.it analysis and from the reflection velocity spread in the
Goondiwindi area are shown for comparison. The velocity information
from the velocity survey of the Cabawin No. 1 well (Wylie and Gray,
1961) and a t:tt analysis of reflection along Traverse G (Lodwick
and Watson, 1960) in the northern Surat Basin are also shown. It
will be noticed that the two curves from the Goondiwindi area agree
fairly closely and so do the two curves from the northern Surat Basin.
Relative to the velocities in the northern Surat Basin, the velocities
measured in the Goondiwindi area are lower near the surface, and
increase more quickly after a reflection time of about 1200 msee.
The increase in velocity ot this time (corresponding to a depth of
about 5600 ft) indicates that there is a higher velocity in the
formation below the 'GI horizon than in the corresponding Cabawin
Formation in the Cabawin No. 1 well.

The reflection time/depth curves corresponding to the four
separate velocity curves shown on Plate 24 are shown on Plate 23.
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5. PRESENTLTION OF RESULTS

The seismic reflection cross-sections along the east-west
traverses (Traverses A I D I 14 0 and N between Yelarbon and St George)
are shown on Plates 4 to 6, The reflection cross-sections along
the north-south traverses (Traverses G I C I and J) are shown on
Plate 8 to 10. These cross-sections have been drawn from corrected
seismic record cross-sections and converted to depth using the
results of a t: Lt analysis.

A generalised cross-section in the east-west direction
between lelarbon and St. George is shown on Plate 7. A similar cross-
section in the north-south direction between Meandarra and Moree
is shown on Plate 11. These cross-sections were drawn by projecting
the positions of the traverses onto the lines shown on Plate 3 and
exaggerating the vertical scale. A Bouguer anomaly profile computed
from observations made by the Bureau is shown beneath each generalised
cross-section for comparison.

Seismic reflection cross-sections for the few reflection
shots recorded along refraction Traverses H and K are shown on Plate 12.

The depth probing technique was used for shooting refraction
traverses (Vale and Smith, 1961). The results are shown for Traverse C
on Plate 14, Traverse E on Plate 15, Traverse H on Plate 16 0

Traverse K on Plate 17 0 and Traverse L on Plate 18. On all traverses
except Traverse H the depths to the refractors under investigation
were calculated using times, corrected to firSt-break time, of the first
events on the records. On Traverse H 0 however, three events with
velocity greater than 17,000 ft/sec were recorded in one direction of
shooting. The reciprocal times of each of the three events agreed
fairly closely with the reciprocal time in the opposite direction.
After drawing profiles for each velocity, the pairing of the second event
(18,550 ft/sec) with the single event (20,000 ft/sec) in the opposite
direction produced matching profiles. An accurate depth estimate
of the refractor(s) on Traverse H is not possible, and the results
shown on Plate 16 should be regarded as doubtful.

On Traverse L 2 a second event was recorded in both directions
of shooting. An accurate depth estimate of the refractor (velocity about
10,800 ft/sec) could not be made.

Refraction profiles were not calculated for Traverse B2 as
the energy recorded from each direction of Shooting was not refracted
from the same part of the refractor. Time/distance curves and an
estimate of the depth are shown on Plate 13.

A refraction shot was fired in one direction only on Traverse
P near Moree; owing to lack of seismic energy the results could not
be interpreted and they are not included in the Record. Gravel beds
prevented shot-holes being drilled deeper than about 10 ft (see Field
Work). More refraction work is planned in the Mores area in 1962.

Velocities in metamorphic rock (Carboniferous?) and granite
were measured on outcrops along the Yetman/Texas Road. The results
were calculated assuming that any deviation from a constant velocity
was due to changes in thickness of the thin weathered layer. There is
however, some evidence at one end of each traverse of an intermediate
layer between the weathered layer and the granite (or metamorphic rock).
The results for metamorphic rock are shown on Plate 20 and for granite
on Plate 19.
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6, INTERPRETATION OF RESULTS

As in previous seismic work between Surat and Jondaryan
(Lodwick &Watson, 1960 and Smith & Lodwick, 1962) it has been
possible to correlate two strong-reflecting horizons along most
traverses, viz. the IG 1 horizon, which corresponds closely to the
base of the Bundamba Group, and the IL' horizon, which corresponds
closely to the Kianga Coal Measures at the top of the Permian strata,
(Kahanoff, 1961).

The 'LI horizon is in general characterised by a strong
reflection which may be correlated at least within the same band of
energy over distances of some miles. In the Goondiwindi area the
sediments represented by the 'L' horizon have been subjected to eartb
movements, as there is evidence of faulting, small-scale folding,
and probable erosion. As a result the character of the 'L'-horizon
reflection alters over short distances. In the vicinity of Toobeah
(Plate 5, Shot-points 792 to 5) several strong-reflecting horizons at
reflection times between 1500 and 1700 msec make it impossible to
nominate the IL 1 horizon. The position of the IL' horizon is plotted
on all reflection cross-sections where recognisable (Plates 4 to 12).

The 'G' horizon is characterised by a strong band of seismic
energy which may persist for up to 300 msec. It is not possible to
correlate the horizon accurately except by continuous correlation
reflection shooting. In correlating between the short lengths of
continuous profiling, it is possible that the correlated times of the
reflection are in error by several cycles. In the interpretation of
the seismic traverses at Goondiwindi, the term "zone of the 'GI horizon"
has been thought more appropriate that the term 'GI horizon and has
been marked on the seismic cross-sections (Plates 7 to 12).

Throughout the southern Surat Basin the 1 G' horizon shows
little relief and only slightly reflects the relief indicated by the IL 1

horizon beneath it. The configuration of the strata represented by the
'GI horizon, is geologically consistent with a gradual general
subsidence throughout the whole Basin at the time the strata were
deposited. These strata show only slight variations in the rate of
subsidence over areas that were previously subsiding rapidly. As most
of the bores throughout the Great Artesian Basin penetrate only to
the Bundamba Group (represented by the TG' horizon), structural
information about the deeper sediments may be indicated by stratigraphic
correlation at this level between bores only if the points of
correlation are established accurately.

It is evident in the Goondiwindi area, as in the northern
part of the Surat Basin (Keller, 1961) that the sediments between the
strata represented by the IGt and 'L' horizons are an linfilll formation
(equivalent of the Cabawin Formation) which was deposited during and
after differential earth movements took place after the deposition
of the sediments represented by the IL 1 horizon and before the
deposition of the sediments represented by the IG 1 horizon.

It is convenient to discuss the interpretation of the seismic
survey under the following headings :

East-west traverse, Yelarbon/St George

North-south traverse, MeandarraMoree
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The western margin of the trough is formed by a series of
step faults. Two of the faults were indicated by reflection shooting;
the first near Bungunya (Plate 5) has an apparent throw of about 500 ft
and the second near Talwood has a throw of similar magnitude.
Correlation of the IL 1 horizon between the parts of the traverses
(Plates 4 to 7) where continuous profiling was done, suggests that there
may be similar faults between Bungunya and Shot-point 632 (about six
miles west of Talwood).

Between Talwood and Nindigully . the reflection horizon that
has been correlated with the 'L' horizon indicates a flat shelf area
with the deepest persistent reflections recorded at about 5000 ft. On
Traverse L a 19,240-ft/sec refractor was recorded at a depth of 5700 ft
(Plate 18). The depth of the probable 'L' horizon at Shot-point 537
about one mile from Traverse L was 4500 ft. These measurements indicate
that only about 1000 ft of sediments may be expected below the sediments
represented by the probable IL' horizon on the shelf area between
Talwood and Nindigully.

North-west of Nindigully on Traverse M (Plates 4 and 7)
reflection shooting indicated that the depth to the probable IL' horizon
has increased by about 500 ft.

On Traverse N west of St George, the depth of the probable
ILl horizon is about 4500 ft. Beneath Shot-point 354 there was
interpreted a small fault that affects both the 'LI horizon and the
. 1 G 1 horizon. The probable 'LI horizon dips slightly west on the western
side of the fault. On Traverse N I deep reflections were recorded from
a depth of 25,000 ft, which are persistent enough to suggest that there
is a stratified sequence of rocks to this depth.

The Bouguer anomaly along the east-west traverse (Goondiwimdi
to St George) does not correlate in the normal way with the structure
indicated by seismic work; e.g. there is a gravity 'high' corresponding
to the deepest part of the Basin and a 'low' over the western shelf
area. Over the deeper parts of the Basin (the Meandarra Trough), it
seems that there is a reverse correlation which may correspond with
the thickening of the Cabawin Formation between the IL 1 and the 'G'
horizons. It is apparent that more information onEtratigraphy and .
density will be needed to interpret the Bouguer anomalies in terms of
post-Permian structure. The Cabawin Formation is the only formation
with large variations in thickness throughout the Surat Basin which
could cause the Bouguer anomalies.

North-south traverse, Meandarra/Moree 

The generalised cross-section (Plate 11) illustrates the main
structural features that may be interpreted from the results of
Traverses G I C I and J.

Between Bungunya and Meandarra the structure indicated by the
IL 1 horizon is a general deepening from 7700 ft at Bungunya to about
16,700 ft about seven miles south of Meandarra. Near Meandarra,
refraction work in conjunction with reflection work indicated that
over 5000 ft of sediments may be expected below the strata represented
by the 'Ll horizon (Smith & Lodwick, 1962).

On the northern end of the Meandarra/Moree traverse, the
depths to the 1 G 1 and 'LI horizons are shown from seismic work done by
Union Oil Development Corporation.
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The north-south traverse was surveyed to cross the Coomrith
Inlier in the vicinity of Shot-points 1214 to 1235. No structural
evidence of the inlier was indicated by either the 'L' or 1 G' horizons.

The IL 1 and 1 G' horizons have been correlated over a
distance of about 30 miles where no seismic work was done between
Traverse C and Dolgelly bore.

The IL 1 horizon shows evidence of faulting near the Dolgelly
bore and dips north along the traverse between Shot-points 1381 and 1400.
Beneath Shot-point 1381 the characteristic IL' horizon has disappeared
and may have been eroded (Plates 10 and 11). The ILI horizon is not
recognisable between Shot-points 1350 and 1359. However, a faulted
reflecting horizon between Shot-points 1298 and 1317 may be the IL 1

horizon. The reason for the apparent absence of the ILI horizon between
Shot-points 1350 and 1359 may be that Traverse J is in a direction
such that the western margin of the trough is being approached in the
vicinity of Shot-point 1380 (Plate 3). The traverse from Shot-point
1381 to Shot-point 1400 may be in a direction towards the axis of the
trough. If the western margin of the trough is defined by producing
the fault indicated by aeromagnetic surveying near Glenmorgan through
Bungunya, it is seen (Plate 3) that Shot-point 1381 lies very close to
this extrapolated western margin.

The Bouguer anomaly profile in the north-south direction
(Plate W I as in the east-west direction, indicates that the normal
correlation does not hold between thickness of sediments above the 'LI
horizon and the Bouguer anomaly curve.

7. CONCLUSIONS

The following summarises the conclusions that may be reached
from the results of the seismic survey:

(a) A trough of sediments was defined with a depth of about
14,800 ft near Toobeah. About 5000 ft of these sediments may
be expected to be below the base of the Mesozoic. The trough
is bounded in the east by the Goondiwindi Fault with a
probable throw of over 7000 ft, and in the west by a series
of faults between Bunganya and a point about six miles west
of Talwood.

(b) The trough of sediments is the southern extension of the trough
between Glenmorgan and Goranba, i.e. the Meandarra Trough,
and the thickness of sediments decreases from about 19,000 ft
near Meandarra to about 14,800 ft near Toobeah.

(c) The IL 1 horizon decreases in depth from 9600 ft beneath Toobeah
to about 6000 ft south of Dolgelly bore. This is largely
caused by thinning of the sediments between the 'GI and ILI
horizons. This thinning may in part be due to the traverses
south of Toobeah approaching the western margin of the trough.

(d) On the eastern side of the Goondiwindi Fault, there is
evidence from deep persistent reflections that the Mesozoic
sediments may lie over a stratified geological sequence.
However, refraction velocities are high enough to indicate
that these rocks are probably metamorphic and are unprospective
for petroleum.
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(e) West of the sedimentary trough, the sediments are about
6000 ft thick, about 1000 ft of which probably lie below
the base of the Mesozoic.

(f) The survey has not shown conclusively that the Meandarra
Trough, representing the southern extension of the Bowen
Basin, is separated from the Sydney Basin. This problem
will be investigated further in 1962.

(g) The Callandoon Anticline lies between the Goondiwindi Fault
and the axis of the sedimentary trough beneath Toobeah. The
dip reversal amounts to about 1000 ft and there is evidence
that the sediments represented by the ILI horizon have been
eroded on the crest of the anticline.

(h) The correlation between Bouguer anomalies and pre-Mesozoic
structure indicated by the ILI horizon is not clear. However,
considering the results of seismic surveys in the northern
and southern parts of the Surat Basin, it seems that there
may be a reverse correlation between the thickness of the
Cabawin Formation and the Bouguer anomalies.

(i) Stratigraphic correlation between bores above the Cabawin
Formation must be precise if it is expected to indicate likely
structure below the ILI horizon.
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APPENDIX A

STAFF AND EQUIPMENT 

STAFF:

Party leader^K.B. Lodwick

Geophysicist^A.L. Bigg-Wither

Surveyors^J. Ransom, H. Thompson (Dept of the Interim.)

Clerk^W.E. Rossendell

Observers^L. Vliegenthart, R. Krege

Shooter^E.H. Cherry

Toolpusher^B.G. Findlay

Driller^R. Reith
K. Suehle

Mechanics^A. Tregear, T.H. Clark

EQUIPMENT:

Seismic amplifiers^TIC model 621

Seismic oscillograph^TIC 50-trace

Magnetic recorder^DS7-700

Geophones^TIC 20 c/s

Drills^Failing 750, Carey Hi

Water tankers^3 x 600-gallon

Shooting truck^1 x 600-gallon



APPENDIX B

TABLE OF OPERATIONS

Sedimentary basin^Surat Basin

Area^ Goondiwindi/St George

Camp site^ Toobeah

Established camp^28th March 1961

Surveying commenced^29th March 1961

Drilling commenced^30th March 1961

Shooting commenced^4th April 1961

Miles surveyed^201

Topographic survey control^Land Dept maps and Main Roads Dept
tench marks

Total footage drilled^65,692

Explosives used^23,000 lb

Datum level for corrections^600 ft above M.S.L.

Weathering velocities^1800 to 2500 ft/sec

Sub-weathering velocities^6000 to 8000 ft/sec

Source of velocity distribution t:e t analysis of reflections and
velocity profile

REFLECTION SHOOTING DATA:

Shot-point interval^1320 ft

Geophone group^6 per trace

Geophone group interval^22 ft

No. of holes shot^400

Miles traversed^99 continuously

Common shooting depths^90 to 150 ft

Usual recording filter^L2H3 (23 to 75 c/s)

Usual playback filter^L2H3

Common charge sizes^15 to 20 lb

Weathering corrections^After Vale (1960)

REFRACTION SHOOTING DATA:

Geophone group^Two close together

Geophone group interval^220 ft.



APPENDIX B Continued

No, of holes shot^26

Usual recording filter^LOH3

No. of refraction traverses^9

Maximum charge size^750 lb

Maximum shot/geophone distance 14i miles

Weathering control^from reflection shooting

Weathering and elevation^After Vale and Smith (1961)
corrections
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